
Abstract— This paper presents clustering techniques (K-means,
Fuzzy K-means, Subtractive) applied on specific databases
(Flower Classification and Mackey-Glass time series) , to
automatically process large volumes of raw data, to identify the
most relevant and significative patterns in pattern recognition, to
extract production rules using Mamdani and Takagi-Sugeno-
Kang fuzzy logic inference system types.

Index terms— Clustering, Extraction, Fuzzy K-means, Fuzzy
Logic, Identification, Inference Systems. K-means, Subtractive
Clustering.

I. INTRODUCTION

In the past years we have seen a growth in the capacity of
storage and generation of information, product of an
increment in automatization processes and progress in the
capacity of storage of information.

Unfortunately, we have not seen an equal development on
the information analysis techniques, thus the need of a new
kind of technique and generating computer tool with the
capacity to support users on automatic and intelligent analysis
of great volumes of data to find useful knowledge and satisfy
the users goals.

Data mining can be define as the process of automatically
searching large volumes of data for patterns [3] [14] [15].
Data mining employs a searching process through a large
volume of data, using clustering techniques (K-means, Fuzzy
K-means, Subtractive) to acquire relevant and significant data
in pattern recognition; and fuzzy logic from inference system
(Mamdani and Takagi-Sugeno-Kang Type) based techniques
to extract production rules ( IF-THEN ).
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This paper has been organized in sections.  Section II
tackles the subject of clustering and rule extraction using
Mamdani Fuzzy Inference System (FIS). Section III presents
clustering and rule extraction using Takagi-Sugeno-Kang
Inference System (TSK).  Section IV shows this work’s
results of the techniques employed.  Section V displays the
graphics and charts of the flower identification (Iris data) case
study.  Section VI presents the graphics and charts of the
Mackey-Glass (Mg data) time series case study.

II. CLUSTERING AND RULE EXTRACTION USING
MAMDANI FUZZY INFERENCE SYSTEM

A. Algorithm to obtain rule  antecedent  and consequent
with Mamdani Fuzzy Inference System

Detailed next is the algorithm to obtain the rule antecedents
using clustering techniques (K-means, Fuzzy K-means,
Subtractive) and the rule consequents with the Mamdani
Fuzzy Inference System.
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Step 2: Calculate the consequents with Mamdani fuzzy
reasoning.
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To find the consequent membership function values
i

y , we
can use the approximation method or minimum square
method, resulting a centroid matrix of the rule

consequents ( )ccy = .

Step 3: Extract the rules based on antecedents ( )j
i
j xµ

membership function values and Mamdani FIS rules
consequents ( )yiρ , denoted in equation (7).
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Step 4: Evaluate Mamdani FIS with input values ( )x  to get

outputs 
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III. CLUSTERING AND RULE EXTRACTION USING
TAKAGI-SUGENO-KANG INFERENCE SYSTEM

A. Algorithm to obtain rule antecedent and consequent
using Takagi-Sugeno-Kang Inference System (TSK)

Detailed next is the algorithm to obtain the rule antecedents
using clustering techniques (K-means, Fuzzy K-means,

Subtractive) and rule consequents with Takagi-Sugeno-Kang
Inference System.

Inputs:
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membership functions of antecedents and consequents.

Step 1: Group input values using clustering techniques (K-
means, Fuzzy K-means, Subtractive) to calculate centroid a

jic ,

and standard deviation a
ji,σ  formulated in equation (7) giving

the antecedents membership function values ( )j
i
j xµ  from

equation (8).
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where X is a matrix.

Step 2: Calculate the consequents with Takagi-Sugeno-
Kang fuzzy reasoning.
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To find the consequent membership function values P, we
can use the approximation method or minimum square
method, obtaining the rule consequent values.
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Step 3: Extract the rules based on antecedents membership
function values ( )j

i
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inference system rules consequents  ( )xfi , denoted in
equation (16).
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Paso 4: Evaluate Takagi-Sugeno-Kang FIS with input values
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IV. RESULTS

A. Flower Identification Case Study (Iris data)
The main idea is to group the flower attributes and generate

IF-THEN production rules that can tell us what type of
flowers the attributes belongs to.  The database we are using
consists of 150 tuples with 5 attributes, where 4 of them
describe the characteristics of the flowers and the fifth one
corresponds to the type of flower as shown in Table I. Every
50 tuples represent one type of flower as shown in Table II.

Table I. Flower Value Metrics

Flower Characteristic Meaning
Attribute 1 Sepal Length
Attribute 2 Sepal Width
Attribute 3   Petal Length
Attribute 4 Petal Width
Attribute 5 Type of flower

Table II. Types of flower

Attribute 5 Meaning
1 Iris setosa
2 Iris versicolor
3 Iris virginica

Table III presents a test sample of identification values of
flowers (Iris data) using clustering techniques (K-mean, Fuzzy
K-mean, Subtractive) and the two fuzzy inference system
(Mamdani, Takagi-Sugeno-Kang) rule extraction techniques.
As we can see the Subtractive technique with a Mamdani
fuzzy inference system had the minimum error, testing it with
20 clusters and a 0.15 radius in each technique except in the
Subtractive where there isn’t need for a pre-establish number
of clusters to group; generating 27 rules (presented in Tables
V and VI), more than in the other techniques, thus the error
value shows it is the closest solution for the flower
identification problem.  We show in Fig. 1 and Fig. 3 the input
variables cluster for each clustering technique with the

Mamdani FIS method, and we show in Fig. 2 and Fig. 4 the
output variables cluster for each technique respectively,
observing that the subtractive technique has the best
performance.  Using the Takagi-Sugeno-Kang FIS method we
tested the first two clustering techniques with 20 clusters and
the subtractive that requires no specific number of clusters,
and again the subtractive technique throws the minimum error.
Therefore the subtractive technique presents to be the better
clustering technique with the Takagi-Sugeno-Kang FIS
method, furthermore the error (RMSE) is the lesser one
compared to the others and the one that best identifies the
problem to solve. Although in terms of handling linguistic
variables Mamdani is a better choice and as we can see its
respective error values are very good too.

The time results presented in Table III were obtained on a
PC-Computer with an Intel Centrino 1.73 GHz processor and
512 megabytes of RAM.

Table III. Identification Flowers Case Study Results

B. Mackey-Glass Time Series Case Study (MG)

The primordial idea is to cluster the attributes of the
Mackey-Glass time series and then generate the IF-THEN
product rules with Mamdani and Takagi-Sugeno-Kang  FIS
algorithms.

The Mackey-Glass time series is a differential equation of
time delays [16] [17] as shown in equation (17).  Well known
and used in neural network forecasting and fuzzy logic
models.

( ) )(1.0
1
2.0)(

10
tx

x
txtx −

+
−

=
τ                       ((1177))

Equation (17) is a chaotic time series where its trajectory is
highly sensitive as its initial conditions.

The Runge-Kutta method order 4 is used for finding
numeric solutions of equation (17) and is described as

MAMDANI
IRIS

RMSE
Number

of
rules

Time
(sec)

HKM 0.0348 20 0.8810
FKM 0.0336 20 1.0020

SUBTRACTIVE 0.0310 27 0.3100
TAKAGI-SUGENO-KANG

IRIS
RMSE

Number
of

rules
Time
(sec)

HKM 0.0025 20 0.4610
FKM 0.0053 20 0.4710

SUBTRACTIVE 8.0835e-007 27 0.3910
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follows, assuming that   x(0)= 1.2,  τ = 17,  and  x(t)= 0 for
all   t<0.

Inputs:     XX== ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ){ }txtxtxtx 61218 −−−

Outputs:      ( )6+tx

We take the sample values from 1117118 …=t , where
the first 500 are used for the time series training and the other
500 left are the test values.

Table IV presents the sample test made with the Mackey-
Glass time series data (mg data) using the clustering
techniques (K-mean, Fuzzy K-mean, Subtractive) and the rule
extraction methods with the 2 inference systems fore
mentioned (Mamdani, Takagi-Sugeno-Kang) with their
respective evaluations. As we can see the subtractive
technique for the Mamdani FIS resulted with the minimum
error, tested with 20 clusters and a 0.15 radius in each
technique except on the subtractive where there isn’t need for
a pre-establish number of clusters to group; generating 47
rules (presented in Tables VII and VIII), although they were
more than in any other technique, the error shows it was the
closest solution for the Mackey-Glass time series problem. We
show in Fig. 5 and Fig. 7 the input variables cluster for each
clustering technique with the Mamdani FIS method, and we
show in Fig. 6 and Fig. 8 the output variables respectively,
observing that the subtractive technique once again has the
best performance. In the case of Takagi-Sugeno-Kang FIS
method we tested the first two clustering techniques with 20
clusters and the subtractive that not requires specific number
of clusters; once again the subtractive technique throws the
minimum error. Therefore the subtractive technique presents
to be the better clustering technique with the Takagi-Sugeno-
Kang FIS method, furthermore the error (RMSE) is the lesser
one compared to the others and best identifies the problem to
solve. Although in terms of handling linguistic variables
Mamdani is a better choice and as we can see its respective
error values are very good too.

The time results presented in Table IV were also made on a
PC-Computer with an Intel Centrino 1.73 Ghz processor and
512 megabytes of RAM.

Table IV. Mackey-Glass Time Series Case Study Results

V. FLOWER  IDENTIFICATION ( IRIS DATA ) CASE STUDY
CHARTS

We show in Fig. 1 and Fig. 3 the clustering techniques (K-
means, Fuzzy K-means, Subtractive) focused in the 2 FIS
methods used (Mamdani, Takagi-Sugeno-Kang) for rule
extraction, the original values of the flower classification are
represented by circles and the cluster values by small crosses,
each chart shows how each flower attribute clusters (Sepal
Length, Sepal Width, Petal Length, Petal Width) for each
respective flower type.  We show in Fig. 2 and Fig. 4 the
output cluster from all attributes before mentioned with the
flower type (Iris setosa, Iris versicolor, Iris virginica), once
clustered the values are sent to the Mamdani and Takagi-
Sugeno-Kang FIS methods to extract IF-THEN production
rules. Tables V and VI show some of the rules obtained in the
FIS methods mentioned, classifying each flower (consequents)
by their attributes respectively (antecedents).

 
FFiigg..  11..  FFlloowweerr  AAttttrriibbuutteess  CClluusstteerriinngg

((SSuubbttrraaccttiivvee--MMaammddaannii))..

MAMDANI
MACKEY

GLASS RMSE
Number

of
rules

Time
(sec)

HKM 0.0016 20 0.5910
FKM 0.0015 20 1.7200

SUBTRACTIVE 8.8760e-004 47 0.5410
TAKAGI-SUGENO-KANG

MACKEY
GLASS RMSE

Number
of

rules
Time
(sec)

HKM 3.6259e-005 20 0.5010
FKM 2.6131e-005 20 0.7710

SUBTRACTIVE 2.2897e-006 47 0.5410
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FFiigg..  22..  AAttttrriibbuuttee  BBaasseedd  FFlloowweerr  TTyyppee  IIddeennttiiffiiccaattiioonn
((SSuubbttrraaccttiivvee--MMaammddaannii))..

Table V. IF-THEN Rule Extraction Mamdani FIS
(Subtractive-Mamdani)

Rule Number Rule
1 If (in1 is in1cluster1) and

   (in2 is in2cluster1) and
   (in3 is in3cluster1) and

                  (in4 is in4cluster1) THEN
                  (out1 is out1cluster1) (1)

2 If (in1 is in1cluster2) and
   (in2 is in2cluster2) and
   (in3 is in3cluster2) and

                  (in4 is in4cluster2) THEN
        (out1 is out1cluster2) (1)

FFiigg..  33..  FFlloowweerr  AAttttrriibbuutteess  CClluusstteerriinngg
((SSuubbttrraaccttiivvee--TTSSKK))..

FFiigg..  44..  AAttttrriibbuuttee  BBaasseedd  FFlloowweerr  TTyyppee  IIddeennttiiffiiccaattiioonn
((SSuubbttrraaccttiivvee--TTSSKK))..

Table VI. IF-THEN Rule Extraction Takagi-Sugeno-Kang FIS
(Subtractive-TSK)

Rule Number Rule
1 If (in1 is in1cluster1) and

   (in2 is in2cluster1) and
   (in3 is in3cluster1) and

                  (in4 is in4cluster1) THEN
                  (out1 is out1cluster1) (1)

2 If (in1 is in1cluster2) and
   (in2 is in2cluster2) and
   (in3 is in3cluster2) and

                  (in4 is in4cluster2) THEN
        (out1 is out1cluster2) (1)

VI. MACKEY-GLASS (MG DATA) TIME SERIES CASE STUDY
CHARTS

We shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 7 the clustering techniques (K-
means, Fuzzy K-means, Subtractive) focused in the 2 FIS
methods used (Mamdami, Takagi-Sugeno-Kang) for rule
extraction, the original values for the Mackey-Glass time
series are represented by circles and the cluster values by
small crosses, each chart shows how the input attributes  (x(t),
x(t-6), x(t-12), x(t-18)) cluster to the output  x(t+6)
respectively, once clustered the values are sent to the
Mamdani and Takagi-Sugeno-Kang FIS methods to extract
IF-THEN production rules. Tables VII and VIII show some of
the rules generated with the FIS methods mentioned,
obtaining the Mackey-Glass time series delays (consequents)
from the Mackey-Glass time series input attributes
respectively (antecedents).
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FFiigg..  55..  MMaacckkeeyy--GGllaassss  TTiimmee  SSeerriieess  TTiimmee  DDeellaayyss  CClluusstteerriinngg
((SSuubbttrraaccttiivvee--MMaammddaannii))..

FFiigg..  66..  MMaacckkeeyy  GGllaassss  TTiimmee  SSeerriieess  CClluusstteerriinngg  OOuuttppuutt
((SSuubbttrraaccttiivvee--MMaammddaannii))..

Table VII. IF-THEN Rule Extraction Mamdani FIS
(Subtractive-Mamdani).

Rule Number Rule
1 If (in1 is in1cluster1) and

   (in2 is in2cluster1) and
   (in3 is in3cluster1) and

                  (in4 is in4cluster1) THEN
                  (out1 is out1cluster1) (1)

2 If (in1 is in1cluster2) and
   (in2 is in2cluster2) and
   (in3 is in3cluster2) and

                  (in4 is in4cluster2) THEN
        (out1 is out1cluster2) (1)

FFiigg..  77..  MMaacckkeeyy--GGllaassss  TTiimmee  SSeerriieess  TTiimmee  DDeellaayy  CClluusstteerriinngg
((SSuubbttrraaccttiivvee--TTSSKK))..

FFiigg..  88..  MMaacckkeeyy--GGllaassss  TTiimmee  SSeerriieess  CClluusstteerriinngg  OOuuttppuutt
((SSuubbttrraaccttiivvee--TTSSKK))..

Table VIII. IF-THEN Rule Extraction Takagi-Sugeno-Kang
FIS (Subtractive-TSK).

Rule Number Rule
1 If (in1 is in1cluster1) and

   (in2 is in2cluster1) and
   (in3 is in3cluster1) and

                  (in4 is in4cluster1) THEN
                  (out1 is out1cluster1) (1)

2 If (in1 is in1cluster2) and
   (in2 is in2cluster2) and
   (in3 is in3cluster2) and

                  (in4 is in4cluster2) THEN
        (out1 is out1cluster2) (1)
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VII. CONCLUSION

One of the goals of data mining is data pattern recognition,
goal met with satisfaction through clustering techniques (K-
means, Fuzzy K-means, Subtractive) used, techniques of great
help in pattern recognition for the flower classification
problem (Iris setosa, Iris versicolor, Iris virginica); and with
Mackey-Glass time series values for further IF-THEN product
rule extraction using fuzzy logic reasoning with FIS methods
(Mamdani and Takagi-Sugeno-Kang). The subtractive
clustering technique in conjunction with the FIS methods
(Takagi-Sugeno-Kang and Mamdani) in all sample tests
showed a better performance than any other technique because
it best optimizes the objective function and the value of the
root mean square error (RMSE) minimizes enormously,
presenting the best results as seen on Tables III and IV.
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